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Abstract— Over the last few years, parallel robots have
become pretty attractive to researchers who work on the
area of automatic control and robotics. Besides, these robots
have ironed out some industrial problems that serial robots
were not able to solve. Some of the features that make
them attractive either to researchers or to industry are: high
payload, high stiffness and high speed. Nevertheless, two great
drawbacks are their limited workspace and their abundant
singularities. Therefore, redundant actuation has been proposed
recently as an efficient approach to remove singularities over
the workspace. Because of these facts, we decided to make
incursions into this field. For this purpose, a 2-DOF planar
parallel robot with actuation redundancy was built as a test-
bed to investigate the control of these kind of mechanisms.
First, the kinematic and dynamic equations were formulated by
using the celebrated Lagrange-D′Alembert formulation. Then,
a PD scheme was designed and implemented. However, on
account of non-modeled friction in active joints, the results were
not satisfactory in terms of accuracy. Therefore, we decided
to develop a sliding mode control based on the dynamics of
the manipulator which could be able to compensate this term
without knowing its parameters. In this paper, our main results
about the formulation of an SMC control, together with the
derivation of the equations of motion and experimental results,
are discussed. PD experimental results are also presented.

Key Words— Parallel Robots, Redundant Actuation, SMC,
Dynamic and Kinematic Equations, Equivalent Control Law,
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I. I NTRODUCTION

An analysis of the characteristics of several typical indus-
trial manipulators, which are commonly serial robots, has
shown that the low transportable load and poor accuracy are
both due to the mechanical architecture of existing serial
manipulators. As a consequence, parallel robots have been
developed and studied over the last decades. A parallel robot
is a mechanism that has two or more serial chains which link
the end-effector to the base of the robot [1].

Despite the excellent features of parallel robots, stacked
up against serial robots, a great disadvantage is their limited
workspace. Singularities are abundant over these kind of
mechanisms [2]; when a manipulator is in a singular con-
figuration, it loses all stiffness and becomes uncontrollable.
Singularities turn the reduced workspace of the robot into
a smaller space. Thereby, redundant actuation has been
recently proposed as an efficient method to remove singu-

larities within the workspace. Parallel robots with actuation
redundancy are classified as robotic manipulators whose
number of actuators is greater than their degrees of freedom
[3]. Frequently, direct or semi-direct drives (low gear reduc-
tions) are utilized in these applications. In [4], a redundant
parallel robot with high-reduction gears was constructed.

Dynamics plays an important role in the control of parallel
robots for some applications such as flight simulators or
pick-and-place operations involving fast manipulators. It is
therefore necessary to establish the dynamic relations for
closed-loop mechanisms before a control scheme for swift
manipulators could be established. This complex subject has
been intensively studied [5], [6], [7]. In [8], it is explic-
itly and clearly displayed a new computational scheme to
compute the inverse dynamics for redundant parallel robots.
This mathematical formulation is based on the Lagrange-
D′Alembert’s principle. As an efficient scheme to compute
the equations of motion is of essence here, this methodology
was employed to derive the dynamic equations of the con-
structed redundant parallel robot. The results were compared
with those provided in [9] and [10]. In [8], it is proven that
the dynamic model of any redundant parallel robot satisfies
the two well-known properties for serial manipulators, which
are presented for instance in [11]. Such results urges us to
implement some of the existing controls for serial robots in
redundant parallel mechanisms.

Even though the control of these sort of robots ought to
be an underlying matter, there are few developments about
control of parallel robots. To give some examples, in [12]
a PD control with gravity compensation was experimentally
evaluated; in [13], a new robust control scheme in the joint
space was proposed. Additionally, in [14], a Cartesian motion
controller was presented to stress the feasibility and concept
of high speed robots.

On the other hand, one very involved problem to solve is
the phenomenon of friction. It depends on multiple factors
like the contact of materials, temperature, etc. For that
reason, force and toque friction are modeled imprecisely;
it is very well-known that this phenomenon depends on
relative velocity between the bodies, though. Besides, classic
friction is not suitable when pure position control of robot
manipulators is addressed. Thereby, we decided to neglect
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this phenomenon when designing our control laws which
are a simple PD and an SMC in the Cartesian space. As
a consequence, the results for the PD were not as accurate
as those for the robust SMC which compensates the classic
friction term in the equivalent control law [15]. Make a
point in realizing that neither the PD nor the SMC control
use any knowledge of friction because we do not know its
parameters.

II. K INEMATIC AND DYNAMIC EQUATIONS

A. Underlying Theory of Dynamics

According to [8], the dynamic equations of an m-DOF
redundant parallel robot can be expressed as:

M̂ q̈in + Ĉq̇in + N̂ = JT τa (1)

where

M̂ = WT MW

Ĉ = WT MẆ + WT CW

N̂ = WT N

(2)

Vector τa ∈ Rn represents the active joint torques;
qin, q̇in and q̈in ∈ Rm stand for the position, velocity
and acceleration of the independent coordinates respectively.
Matrix JT symbolizes the partial derivative of active joints
with respect to the independent variables.W stands for the
partial derivative of all joints (passive and active) with respect
to the independent variablesqin.

The inertial and Coriolis matricesM̂(q) and Ĉ(q, q̇)
satisfy the following structural properties:

1) M̂ is symmetric and positive definite.

2) ˙̂
M − 2Ĉ is a skew-symmetric matrix.

If the end-effector is picked out to parameterize the
configuration space, the dynamics given by equation (1)
represents the equations of motion relative to the workspace
coordinates.

B. Forward Kinematics

A symbolic representation of the 2-DOF planar parallel
robot with redundant actuation is shown in Figure 1. The
direct kinematic problem consists in computing the end-
effector’s position when active joint anglesθ1, θ2 and θ3

are given.
From Figure 1, we have,

‖XC −XBi
‖2 = L2, i = 1, 2, 3 (3)

where

XBi =
[

xBi

yBi

]
=
[

xAi + L cos θi

yAi + L sin θi

]
, i = 1, 2, 3 (4)

Finally, solving for XC and YC , we get the direct kine-
matic equations,

Fig. 1. 2-DOF Redundant Parallel Robot

xC =

∥∥∥XB1

∥∥∥2 (yB2
− yB3

) +
∥∥∥XB2

∥∥∥2 (yB3
− yB1

) +
∥∥∥XB3

∥∥∥2 (yB1
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)

2
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xB1
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− yB3

) + xB2
(yB3
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− yB2

)
]

yC =

∥∥∥XB1

∥∥∥2 (xB3
− xB2

) +
∥∥∥XB2

∥∥∥2 (xB1
− xB3

) +
∥∥∥XB3

∥∥∥2 (xB2
− xB1

)

2
[
xB1

(yB2
− yB3

) + xB2
(yB3

− yB1
) + xB3

(yB1
− yB2

)
]

(5)

C. Inverse Kinematics

The inverse kinematic problem consists in computing the
active joint anglesθ1, θ2, θ3 when the end-effector’s position
in the Cartesian space is given. From any triangleAiBiC of
Figure 1, we have,

L2 = L2 + ‖AiC‖2 − 2L ‖AiC‖ cos(θi − ϕi) (6)

where‖AiC‖2 = ‖XC − XAi‖
2 andϕi = tan−1

(
yC−yAi
xC−xAi

)
.

Solving for θi, we obtain,

θi = cos−1

(
‖AiC‖

2L

)
+ ϕi (7)

Due to the famous uncertainty ofcos−1(·) function, two
solutions are obtained for each arm; eight solutions for
the comprehensive manipulator are possible, though. These
stances are depicted in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. All Possible Solutions to the Inverse Kinematic Problem

In order to turn equation (7) into a more suitable form, let
us rearrange some terms. We finally get,

θi = tan−1

(
±
√

1−D2
i

Di

)
+ ϕi (8)
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where Di = ‖AiC‖
2L . Since we can choose the right or

left elbow of the manipulator by selecting the minus or plus
sign of tan−1(·) function, equation (8) is more useful than
equation (7).

Because no position sensors have been placed in passive
joints, getting these angles as a function of active joints is of
essence to control the experimental prototype. Such angular
displacements were denoted asα1, α2 and α3. In general,
we got the following results:

αi = π − tan−1

(
±
√

1− Z2
i

Zi

)
(9)

whereZi = 1− 1
2

(
‖AiC‖

L

)2

.

D. Dynamic Equations of the 2-DOF Planar Parallel Robot

First, the dynamic equations of the equivalent open-chain
mechanism should be obtained. This consists of three two-
link planar manipulators. The schematic of the mechanism
is shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. 2-DOF Redundant Parallel Robot and its Open-Chain Mechanism

According to [1], the dynamics of each serial robot is given
by:

Mi

[
θ̈i

α̈i

]
+ Ci

[
θ̇i

α̇i

]
=
[

τai

τpi

]
, i = 1, 2, 3 (10)

Blending these three equations, the dynamic model of the
open-chain mechanism is obtained as:

Mq̈ + Cq̇ = τ (11)

It is also clear that,

J =
∂(θ1, θ2, θ3)

∂qin
=

∂(θ1, θ2, θ3)
∂(x, y)

∈ R3x2

W =
∂(θ1, θ2, θ3, α1, α2, α3)

∂(x, y)
∈ R6x2

(12)

It can be shown that these Jacobian matrices are:

J =


cos(θ1+α1)

L sin α1

sin(θ1+α1)
L sin α1

cos(θ2+α2)
L sin α2

sin(θ2+α2)
L sin α2

cos(θ3+α3)
L sin α3

sin(θ3+α3)
L sin α3

 (13)

W =



cos(θ1+α1)
L sin α1

sin(θ1+α1)
L sin α1

cos(θ2+α2)
L sin α2

sin(θ2+α2)
L sin α2

cos(θ3+α3)
L sin α3

sin(θ3+α3)
L sin α3

− cos θ1−cos(θ1+α1)
L sin α1

− sin θ1−sin(θ1+α1)
L sin α1

− cos θ2−cos(θ2+α2)
L sin α2

− sin θ2−sin(θ2+α2)
L sin α2

− cos θ3−cos(θ3+α3)
L sin α3

− sin θ3−sin(θ3+α3)
L sin α3


(14)

Finally, the dynamic model turns out,

JT τa = M̂ q̈in + Ĉq̇in (15)

where,M̂ = WT MW , Ĉ = WT MẆ + WT CW .

III. PD AND SMC FEEDBACK CONTROLLERS

A. PD Control

The first control scheme, which was proposed to control
the built robot, is the simple PD. This strategy is based on the
position error and velocity of the independent coordinates.
The proposed control law is:

JT τa = kpe + kv ė (16)

where e = qdin − qin, and ė = q̇din − q̇in. Because
of redundant actuation, there exists an infinite number of
possible vectorsτa that satisfy equation (16). Then, we
decided to minimize the 2-norm of the active joint vector.
This tends to minimize the following cost function:

F (τa) =
1
2
τT
a τa (17)

It can be shown that the solution to such an optimization
problem is:

τa = J(JT J)−1(kpe + kv ė) (18)

B. SMC Control Design

The control aim is to makeqin(t) ∈ Rm reach a desired
positionqd ∈ Rm. Thus, the problem consists in designing a
control lawτa ∈ Rn which ensures thatqin → qd ast →∞.

First of all, let us consider the following switching func-
tion:

s = Λ(qin − qd) + q̇in (19)

wheres ∈ Rm. Matrix Λ ∈ Rmxm must be diagonal and
positive definite.

Since we want to stabilize the switching functions(t) to
0, our control problem changes to designing a control law
τa ∈ Rn which makes sure thats(t) → 0 as t → ∞. For
this purpose, let us definee = qin − qd and consider the
following Lyapunov function ofs(t):

V (s(t)) =
1
2
sT M̂s =

1
2

[Λe + q̇in]T M̂ [Λe + q̇in] (20)
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BecauseM̂ is symmetric and positive definite,V (s) is also
positive definite. Differentiating this energy function with
respect to time leads to,

V̇ (s) = sT M̂ ṡ +
1
2
sT ˙̂

Ms = sT M̂ (Λq̇in + q̈in) +
1
2
sT ˙̂

Ms

(21)
From dynamic equations, we know that,

q̈in = M̂−1
[
JT τa − Ĉq̇in

]
(22)

Substituting in (21) and rearranging some terms,

V̇ (s(e, q̇in)) = sT
(
M̂Λq̇in + JT τa

)
− sT Ĉq̇in +

1
2
sT ˙̂

Ms

(23)
To stamp out the last term of the right side, let us add the

zero−sT ĈΛe+ sT ĈΛe. Thus, after reordering some terms,

V̇ (s) = sT
(
M̂Λq̇in + JT τa

)
+

1

2
sT

(
˙̂

M − 2Ĉ

)
s + sT ĈΛe

(24)

According to the skew-symmetric property,sT ( ˙̂
M−2Ĉ)s

is zero. Then,

V̇ (s(e, q̇in)) = sT
(
M̂Λq̇in + JT τa + ĈΛe

)
(25)

In order to makeV̇ (s) be negative definite, let us select
the following control law:

JT τa = −M̂Λq̇in − ĈΛe−Ksign(s) (26)

whereK ∈ Rmxm must be a diagonal and positive definite
matrix. Substituting in (25), it turns out,

V̇ (s) = −sT Ksign(s) < 0 (27)

This function is negative definite, therefore, the switching
function s(t) ∈ Rm tends to0 as t → ∞. In this way, it is
ensured that the sliding motion will take place. This, in turn,
makes sure thatqin → qd and q̇in → 0 as t →∞.

Once again, it can be shown that by minimizing the same
objective function given in equation (17), the final control
law results:

τa = J(JT J)−1[−Ksign(s)− Λ(M̂ q̇in − Ĉe)] (28)

C. Classic Friction Analysis

As mentioned before, the chief motivation to design an
SMC control has been to iron out the accuracy problem that
non-modeled classic friction existing in active joints brings.
As it will be seen, the PD control is not able to solve this
problem.

Let us take classic friction in the actuators into account,
thus, the dynamic model results,

JT [τa − f(q̇a)] = M̂ q̈in + Ĉq̇in (29)

wheref(q̇a) includes the effects of viscous and Coulomb
friction defined by,

f(q̇a) =


f1(q̇a1)
f2(q̇a2)

...
fn(q̇an)

 (30)

Thereby, the dynamic model of redundant parallel robots
with classic friction in actuators is:

JT τa = M̂ q̈in + Ĉq̇in + JT f(q̇a) (31)

At first glance, it is difficult to imagine how the effect of
an unknown dynamics can be canceled, it is now that the
concept of equivalent control should be employed. Suppose
that at the timets, the states of the robot reach the sliding
surface and afterwards the sliding motion takes place. Then,
the switching function satisfiess(t) = 0 for all t > ts, which,
in turn, implies thatṡ(t) = 0 for the same time condition.
Besides,

ṡ(t) = Λq̇in + q̈in
(32)

where

q̈in = M̂−1
[
JT τa − Ĉq̇in − JT f(q̇a)

]
(33)

Then,

ṡ(t) = Λq̇in + M̂−1
[
JT τa − Ĉq̇in − JT f(q̇a)

]
(34)

Sinceṡ(t) = 0 for all t > ts, we can obtain the equivalent
control law by making (34) be zero and solving forJT τa.
Thus,

(JT τa)eq = −M̂Λq̇in + Ĉq̇in + JT f(q̇a) (35)

The latter equation catches the unknown dynamics, in this
case the termJT f(q̇a) whose effect is canceled; it should
be noticed that the control law applied to the robot does not
use any knowledge of this dynamics, though.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to corroborate the results presented previously,
several experiments, which have confirmed the theoretical
surmises, were carried out.

A. Experimental Set-Up

Because of the numerous benefits exhibited by redundant
parallel robots, a 2-DOF planar parallel manipulator with re-
dundant actuation was developed. The redundant mechanism
is shown in Figure 4. In addition, it was built as a test-bed to
investigate the fundamental problems of dynamic modeling
and controlling closed-chain mechanisms with redundant
chains.

It introduces an additional linkage with one redundant
actuator. It is equipped with three permanent magnet DC
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motors with planetary gear boxes. Mounted on a base plate,
they form an equilateral triangle. Each arm of the mechanism
has two links, one of which is actuated and the other is
passive. The three arms meet together at the central joint,
where a tool machine could be mounted. All links are of the
same length0.2m. The mutual distance between motors is
0.410m. A 1-ms sampling time period was run. Planetary
gears are utilized as speed reducers with a reduction ratio of
50. Motor-side incremental encoders are used to feed back
the joint positions of the actuators.

Fig. 4. 2-DOF Redundant Parallel Robot Prototype

The I/O board is one important element for the exper-
imental platform. We decided to acquire the model 626
of Sensoray. Among the features offered by this hardware,
the most remarkable for us is that it is integrated with
MATLAB/Simulink/RTW through Watcom C/C++ compiler.

On the other hand, the mass, center of mass and inertia
for each of the links are reported in Table I.

TABLE I

PARAMETERS OF THE MANIPULATOR

Links Mass(kg) Center of mass(m) Inertia (kg · m2)
Arm11 104.65e−3 105e−3 3.97e−4

Arm12 111.1e−3 108e−3 6.01e−4

Arm21 104.65e−3 105e−3 3.97e−4

Arm22 111.1e−3 108e−3 6.01e−4

Arm31 104.65e−3 105e−3 3.97e−4

Arm32 111.1e−3 108e−3 6.01e−4

B. PD Experimental Results

Several desired Cartesian positions have been carried out,
however, we only analyze the one corresponding with the
vector Xd =

[
xd yd

]T =
[

0.3 0.15
]T

. Constant
matricesKp and Kv were experimentally tuned as:Kp =[

110 0
0 110

]
and Kv =

[
5 0
0 5

]
.

Figure 5 shows the end-effector experimental results for
the PD control.Xc and Yc experimental results are shown
in Figures 6 and 7. It should be realized that there exists a
noticeable steady state error and that the PD control cannot

make it be zero. In fact, recall that no classic friction model
was used at the moment of designing the PD control, this,
in turn, because we do not know the friction parameters.
Besides, it is very well-known that classic friction model is
not recommendable when attacking the pure position control
of robot manipulators.

Fig. 5. End-effector Experimental Results for the PD Control

Fig. 6. Xc Experimental Results

Fig. 7. Yc Experimental Results

C. SMC Experimental Results

To cut down on chattering amplitude and due to practi-
cal difficulty of implementing thesign(·) function, it was
approximated by atanh(·) function with a high slope.

It has been decided to change the desired position;
it corresponds with the vectorXd =

[
xd yd

]T =[
0.3 0.1

]T
. Constant matricesΛ andK were experimen-

tally tuned as:Λ =
[

7.5 0
0 7.5

]
and K =

[
8 0
0 8

]
.
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Figure 8 shows the evolution of the end-effector in the
Cartesian space. Unlike PD control, SMC control makes the
position error tend to zero. This experimental fact confirms
our theoretical conjeture that the PD steady state error is due
to friction phenomenon which is not considered by the PD
control. We have to stress that SMC control is robust, because
it compensates the friction dynamics in the equivalent control
law, such that this undesired term is wiped out.

Fig. 8. End-effector Experimental Results for the SMC Control

To verify that SMC control compels the states of the robot
to slide on the sliding surface, Figures 9 and 10 show the
corresponding phase diagrams.

Fig. 9. Phase DiagramXc-Ẋc.

Fig. 10. Phase DiagramYc-Ẏc.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Unlike the work done with serial robots, investigation
done for control of parallel robots is scarce. Further, control
of redundant parallel robots is even scantier. In this paper,

we have presented significant theoretical and experimental
results about the control of redundant parallel robots. Two
control schemes were proposed, one of which served as a
motivation to develop the other which was a robust scheme.
Stability of the latter was also discussed.

As an important part of this research, a 2-DOF planar
parallel robot with redundant actuation was constructed.
Dynamic equations of the mechanism were formulated by
means of the Lagrange-D′Alembert’s principle.

SMC experimental results were by far better than those
released by the PD control. This is due to the robustness
property which, as it was proven, compensates the friction
dynamics in the equivalent control law.

The latter fact aided to iron out the friction problem which
is not modeled in active joints and introduces vagueness
when PD control is implemented. Besides, an analysis on
how the SMC control compensates this dynamics in the
equivalent control law was figured out. It was also stressed
that no knowledge of this dynamics is used.
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